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Abstract

FOLK is the "Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus Gesprochenes Deutsch (FOLK)" (eng.: research and teaching corpus of spoken German). The project has set itself the aim of building a corpus of German conversations which a) covers a broad range of interaction types in private, institutional and public settings, b) is sufficiently large and diverse and of sufficient quality to support different qualitative and quantitative research approaches, c) is transcribed, annotated and made accessible according to current technological standards, and d) is available to the scientific community on a sound legal basis and without unnecessary restrictions of usage. This paper gives an overview of the corpus design, the strategies for acquisition of a diverse range of interaction data, and the corpus construction workflow from recording via transcription an annotation to dissemination.
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1. Introduction

Data of spontaneous verbal interactions are the empirical basis of many types of research in linguistics and speech technology. For the German language, however, only few such data have been made available to the scientific community so far. Those that have been made available are typically either relatively small and old (such as the Freiburger Korpus, Engel & Vogel 1975, and the Korpus Dialogstrukturen, Berens et al. 1976) or restricted to a certain discourse domain (such as the GeWiss corpus of academic speech, Fandrych et al. 2012) or a certain speaker type (such as the KidKo corpus of young speakers with a multi-ethnic background in Berlin, Wiese 2012 and several multilingual corpora provided by the HZSK, Hedeland et al. 2014). Constructing and publishing an up-to-date and broadly diversified corpus of spoken German can therefore be expected to benefit a great variety of users. The project “Forschungs- und Lehrkorpus Gesprochenes Deutsch (FOLK)” (eng.: research and teaching corpus of spoken German) has therefore set itself the aim of building a corpus of German conversations which:

a) covers a broad range of interaction types in private, institutional and public settings,

b) is sufficiently large and diverse and of sufficient quality to support different qualitative and quantitative research approaches,

c) is transcribed, annotated and made accessible according to current technological standards,

d) is available to the scientific community on a sound legal basis and without unnecessary restrictions of usage.

The FOLK project started in 2008. By today, an initial set of data comprising over 100h of recordings and close to 1,000,000 transcribed tokens has been completely processed and published via the Database for Spoken German (DGD2, Schmidt 2014). This paper describes the corpus design, its current composition and strategy for future extension (section 2) as well as the corpus construction workflow (section 3) and the dissemination methods for completed data (section 4).

2. The corpus

2.1 Corpus design

The primary dimension in the design of FOLK is a stratification according to interaction types. We aim at covering a maximally diverse range of verbal communication in private, institutional and public settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction type</th>
<th># interactions</th>
<th># tokens</th>
<th>hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee table conversation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>89281</td>
<td>08:01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couple conversation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20980</td>
<td>02:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family conversation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23414</td>
<td>01:50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation among friends</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24744</td>
<td>02:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation among students</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>42295</td>
<td>03:07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation on a holiday trip</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5477</td>
<td>00:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation during housekeeping</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5228</td>
<td>00:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults playing parlor games</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64968</td>
<td>06:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing games with children</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40514</td>
<td>05:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading to children</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18901</td>
<td>02:59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson at a commercial high school</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51760</td>
<td>07:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson at a vocational school</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50050</td>
<td>07:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral exams at a university</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>98592</td>
<td>10:21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback among teachers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5991</td>
<td>00:24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting in a social institution</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85256</td>
<td>07:34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift change at a hospital</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28108</td>
<td>02:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training in an aid organisation</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15217</td>
<td>01:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation at a police station</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27515</td>
<td>03:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation talks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>102535</td>
<td>10:29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maptasks</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64257</td>
<td>07:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biographic Interviews</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100569</td>
<td>09:33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Interaction types
This includes, for instance, data from educational institutions (classroom discourse, academic exams, etc.), from the workplace (staff meetings, training, etc.), from service encounters, from the private domain (e.g. “coffee-table” conversation, interaction during every-day activities like cooking), and from the public space (e.g. panel discussions).

We also attempt to control for some secondary variables, like regional variation, sex and age of speakers, in order to achieve a corpus out of which balanced samples can be extracted.

Since we are interested in documenting communication practices in their entirety, we always record and transcribe full interactions, rather than selected excerpts.

Initially, most recordings were audio only. Acknowledging that visible forms of communication (gestures, mimics, actions) are often as crucial to interaction as their audible counterparts, however, we are now attempting to make video recordings wherever the field conditions and the legal circumstances allow.

Table 1 gives an overview of the interaction types included in the latest release of the corpus.

With over 100h of recordings and almost 1 million transcribed tokens, this release marks the end of the first corpus construction phase in which priority was given to transcribed tokens, this release marks the end of the first.

2.2 Data acquisition

In order to obtain spontaneous speech data of the diversity aimed for in FOLK, it is crucial to have a suitably diverse field access.

We partly reused material recorded in other projects of the institute (most importantly from the corpus “Deutsch heute”, Brinckmann et al. 2008), but mostly acquire new material in the project itself.

So far, employing local university students who use their private networks for gaining field access to different communication domains has been the main approach to diversifying field access. In addition, we also solicited data donations from (usually completed) external projects which furnished us with data from specific communication domains (academic discourse from the GeWiss project, Fandrych et al. 2012, police interrogations from a PhD project, Hee 2012) and from a specific area in Germany (Northern German variants from the SiN project, Kellner et al. 2012).

As we are extending the range of interaction types and beginning to systematically address the problem of regional stratification, it becomes more and more important to unlock further data sources outside the project itself. We are currently processing data where the recordings and initial transcriptions were commissioned to external projects with expertise in oral corpora (the HZSK in Hamburg1 and the KgSR project in Bochum2) as a way of “outsourcing” the field access problem and obtaining data from other parts of Germany.

By making the crucial components of the corpus creation workflow – such as metadata and consent forms, the transcription software and guidelines used in the project – available to the scientific community, we hope to encourage more and more external researchers to create data (also) usable for FOLK in the future.

3. Corpus creation workflow

3.1 Preparation of recordings, anonymization

Recordings are typically made with field recorders as the maximally simple and minimally obstructive technical setup. Where the field conditions allow or the interaction type makes it necessary, more sophisticated recording setups are used – for instance, classroom discourse is usually recorded on video in order to facilitate speaker assignment of utterances; for recordings of driving lessons (not yet included in the published version), we used an additional camera to capture the participant’s view out of the car’s front shield.

Recording assistants are instructed to gather metadata about the interactions and speakers as well as signed consent forms immediately before the actual recording takes place. The metadata forms capture salient characteristics of the speech event, of the recording conditions, and of the participating speakers. The consent

---

1 see http://www.corpora.uni-hamburg.de/
2 see http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/kgsr/
forms authorize masked versions of the recordings and transcripts (see below) to be published via the internet and used for research and teaching purposes. Only data that are complete in this respect are considered for further processing in the project.

Recordings from the field are optimized (i.e. normalized, denoised) by a trained technician in the project, taking care not to tamper with the authenticity of the recording (e.g. not overly reducing background noise), and finally converted to the standards defined by the Archive for Spoken German in which the project is located (meaning, among other things, that audio is stored in 48kHz WAV files).

An anonymization template is then created which marks all locations in the recording where a person or place name or other information occur which would allow a direct identification of the speakers involved. These locations are then replaced by a brown noise in the recordings. The template also contains a pseudonymization table that is later used during transcription to consistently replace the person and place names with suitable pseudonyms.

### 3.2 Transcription

For transcription, we follow the conventions of the GAT system (Selting et al. 2009) which uses a modified orthography (“literarische Umschrift” – literal transcription) to represent common phenomena of spontaneous speech (such as elisions, contractions, etc.) and pronunciations deviating from the standard (such as dialectal forms). Non-verbal articulations (laughing, coughing, audible breathing etc.) and actions (e.g. writing on a blackboard) are also noted as long as they are alternative, rather than simultaneous, to speech.

Spoken German in which the project is located (meaning, second, that it requires – at least in its “minimal” version – relatively few interpretative decisions on the transcribers’ side, which we aim to avoid both for reasons of efficiency and in order to make the corpus data usable for a wide range of research approaches. Transcription is usually carried out by student assistants in the project, sometimes also by externally commissioned transcribers (see above), using the software FOLKER (Schmidt 2012). The software takes care of the alignment between transcription texts and media files during the transcription process. It stores transcriptions in an XML format whose underlying data model is largely compatible with other widely used annotation software like EXMARaLDA, ELAN or Praat. Figure 2 shows the XML encoding of the first speaker contribution of the above excerpt.

All transcriptions are double checked by another student assistant and by the project coordinator before they are passed on to the next stage.

### 3.3 Annotation

Whereas the modified orthography used in transcription is necessary to adequately represent phenomena of speech in a manner that is suitable for (mostly qualitative) conversation analytic approaches to the data, it also makes further automatic processing and querying of the data more difficult, because the variety of forms in which a single lexical item occurs in the corpus becomes more difficult to predict (consider, for example, the nine different forms nein, née, na, ne, neeh, nehee, nö, näh and nād so far used to transcribe instances of the negation particle nein).

A second annotation layer is therefore added to the transcription in which each form is mapped onto the corresponding form (or forms, plural, in cases of contractions like “haste” → “hast Du”) in standard orthography. This process is carried out semi-automatically, starting with a lookup in a lexicon of
previously annotated items, which yields around 80% correct mappings. The remaining 20% of erroneous normalisations are then corrected manually using the OrthoNormal tool (Schmidt 2012), which is optimised for this task.

A third and fourth layer of annotation are added by using TreeTagger (Schmid 1995) on the normalised version of the data. The resulting lemmatisation has low error rates (less than 2%) and is used without further manual correction. The POS tagging, in a first version based on the STTS tagset and a parameter file for written newspaper data, currently still produces error rates of around 20%, which is not an acceptable value for our purposes. We have therefore started working both on a modified version of the tagset which is better suited for spontaneous spoken language data (Westpfahl & Schmidt 2014, Zinsmeister et al. 2014) and on an adaptation of the TreeTagger parameter file for spoken data.

Figure 3 illustrates the different annotation layers of FOLK.

3.4 Metadata

Metadata about interactions and speakers are transferred from the paper forms gathered in the field to XML files following the metadata schema of the Archive of Spoken Language (Gasch 2008). Appropriate technical and archival metadata are added in this process. A data set is complete and ready for publication when all necessary consent forms, metadata documentations and transcription and annotation layers are available and have been checked for quality and consistency.

4. Dissemination

FOLK primarily addresses students and researchers in conversation analysis and related fields, as well as corpus linguists with an interest in spoken language. In terms of dissemination, this means that much attention has to be paid to facilitating access for groups of people without a strong background in computer science.

The FOLK corpus is published via the Database for Spoken German (DGD2, Schmidt 2014). The DGD2 includes functionality for browsing metadata, transcripts and recordings of the corpus, for systematically querying transcripts and metadata (see figure 4), and for downloading excerpts and selected full datasets. Usage of the DGD2 is free for non-commercial research and teaching purposes in academia. A one-time registration is required. The first version of the FOLK corpus was published with a beta release of the DGD2 in February 2012. The current version, published in March 2014, contains data for 137 interactions totalling altogether 101 hours of speech or 965,652 transcribed word tokens. As testified by more than 2000 registered users for the DGD2 so far, more than 60% of which are mainly working with FOLK, community interest in the corpus is great.

5. Outlook

Since development of the corpus is one of the institute’s permanent projects, FOLK will continue to grow over the coming years, both in terms of quantity of recordings and transcriptions and in terms of diversity of interaction
Current work focuses on the acquisition of more data from the public space (e.g. panel discussions), on further balancing the corpus in terms of regional distribution, and on the integration of data from driving lessons. As the project continues, the corpus construction workflow will be further optimized. Transcription still being the major bottleneck preventing FOLK from growing more quickly, we have started to experiment with speech technology (pause detection, speech recognition) to speed up the transcription process. So far, however, these experiments were successful only for a small range of data. The dissemination methods will also be further improved. One of the next challenges in this respect will be the integration of video data into the corpus platform.
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